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ABSTRACT:

A plan for a deviceassignspurposesto eachof the more primitive componentsand
explainshow thesecomponentsinteract to achievethe desired behaviorof the compositedevice.

Such an information structure is critically Important in analyzing,designing or troubleshooting
devices. Thefirst goalof this researchis to developa theory of plansfor electroniccircuitswhich

can be used for thesepurposes.The secondgoal is the constructionof a system which can
automaticallyrecognizea plan for a circuit from a geometricalrepresentationof the circuit’s

schematicdiagram.

Recognitionis a processwhich recapturestheplan the designeroriginally had in mind.

A theoryof schematawill be IntroducedIn which recognitionIs viewed asthe idenUficatlonof an

instanceof a schemaIn the library with the particularcircuit being recognized. This processIs
guided by topological and geometricevidenceextractedfrom the circuit ~chematlc. Causal

reasoning,using the techniqueof propagation of constraints,provides further evidence. One

important use of causalreasoningIs the confirmation of tentative Instantlationsbased on

topologicalandgeometricevidencealone.
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INTRODUC

Goals

A plali for a device assigtupurposesto eachof the more pric ouve componentsand
explainshow these ~omponentainteract to achievethe desired behav j

Such ar Information structureis critically important in analyzing,dcsig

devices, The first goal of this researchIs to developa theory of plans

can be used for thesepurposes. The secondgoal Is the constu
automaticallyrecognizea plan for a circuit from a geometricalrepr e i

schematicdiagram,usingonly minimal annQtation.

Recognition relies on two fundamentallydiff~rentsources t o
the plan library to determinewhetherthe circuit (or any of its fragr e )

and it relies on causalreasoningto analyzecircuit fragmentsfor wF

any new circuit presentedto the systemwill only be partially describe I

causalreasoningp’ays a crucial role in the recognitionprocess. In Dir

kinds of knowledgea common description languagemust be des’elopedso
provided by the static plan structurescan be combined with the Information obtainedby the more

dynamiccausalreasoning.This is the fundamentaltheoreticalproblemwhich mustbe addressedif

thegoalsof the previousparagraphare,tobe met.

After a plan for the circuit hasbeen recognizedthe systel h i d be ableto answer
questionsabout the circuit. This plan can also be passedto a troubiesnuoi g programsuch as

WATSON [Brown 76] to repair the circuit. When combinedwith thetechbqueof propagationof

constraints(Susaman& Staliman75] [Stallman& Sussman76] [de Kiee~ c.~J,this researchIs a

fundamentalsteptowa,dsbuilding a generalcircuits expert. Onedesigr o ~ mt Imposedon this

expertis that it s~oud be articulate,ableto explainboth its deducuor a methodsIt usedto

deducethem. Hence, ths researchwill necessarilyinvolve some exp oration into the problems

involved In answeringquestionsand generatingexplanations.Such an cx e should also be able

to supplyexpertisein a tutoring system[Brown et.aL 74] [Brown et.al 76] 1(,ol stein 77].

The Importanceof PlIa ii

Every r ~ysicalor informationalobject hasa structure,not y directly reflected
in the more prim tgve elementswhich composeit, which abstractstF ortant aspectsand

interactionsof theseprimitive objects. Thepowerof theplan is that it is sin p er thantheobject it

is describing,yet few of the featuresof the describedobjectrelevantIc t e i itended function are
lost, and so Is more convenientto work with. The plan Is alsouseful sinceo n information about

the devicecan be attachedto t. For erample,hints about how to rec ievice and typical

bugs it might havecai be attachedto the plan so that such infor n be conveniently

retrievec~whenneeded.
Therearemani direct benclits from developinga theory 01 1 br circuits. The

compositedevice.

or troubleshooting

ronic circuits which

ystem which can
ion of the circuit’s

nation, it relies on

been seen before,

n Is found. Since

glans In the library,

Interfacethese two
~at the information
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technologyQf eiect~onics~sexpandingat sucha rapid rate that the complexity of devices is

increasingby ordersof r~agnitudeevery few years This increasein complexity Is making It more
and moredifficult to describe,understandand maintain thesecomplex devices. One of the goals

of this researchis to formalizea languagefor plans which can be used by designers to describe
complex devic~is.Such a precise and uniform method for describing devices would be useful for
understandingarid maintainingthem.

The notion of plan can have pedagogical Impact. Plans have always been used to
describecomplex devices. Unfortunately, the useof plans Is not madeexplicit and the plan idea is

never formalized. The student has to learn theseideas largely throughosmosis. For example,one
of the experienceswith SOPHIE [Brown er.al. 74] has been that the major source of students’
difficulties is an inability to assimilate a plan for a circuit rather than a lack of specific
troubleshooting strategies. In developinga clear theory of plans we lay a foundationfor conveying
information aboutcomplex devices,and this is extremely useful in education

Related Work
Th~pronosed~rivestigationbuilds on threemajor areasof previous research: research

on p’ans for crcuits for de;gn and troubleshooting,the techniqueof propagation of constraints
for circuit an~lys~s,and the more sophisticatednotions of plans developed In the programming
domain.

DESI ~McDermott76) usesplans to design simple circuits Aside from being Important
as another example of the use of plans, the fact that circuits are purposefully designed provides a
great deal of insight into their plan structure. In the design processthe relation between the

primitive elementsand the compositedevicebecomesclear, since, In design,purpose typically
precedesthechoiceof particular primitive elements. Hencedesign motivates the powerful idea that
primitive elementshavepurposeswhich can be related to the purposeof the entire circuit.

Brown [Brown 76) demonstratesthe importance of plans to troubleshooting.
Unfortunat&y, Brown’s and McDermott’s perspectiveson plans aren’t entirely compatible, and

neither notior of plan incorporatesany structureto accommodaterecognition. They also do not
admit partial plansfor thecircuit. We will attemptto developa moregeneralnotion of plan which
can be useful in recognition,and yet alsobe suitablefor troubleshooting and design.

A large part of circuit recognition involves analyzing circuit fragments to determine
what they do and checkingthe hypothesesagainst the actual circuit schematic. This requires an
knowledgeof the cc~~porentsand how they Interact. The technique of propagation of constraints
fri EL lSussman& SLailman75] and INTER ~deKleer 76] provides this expertise. However, to deal
with partIal informationand to havea flexible Interfacewith other phasesof recognition, requires
a moresophistirated,qualitative,propagationof constraints.

One of the outgrow:hsfrom EL has been AMORD, [Doyle 76] [Doyle, Steele &
Sussm~n~i,] r. ciepr~id~ency”~t.ascdproblem~solvingis ~uage.AMORD is a generalizationof the
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system EL was based or, and thus Is ideally suited for a more flexiti~’~ of propagationof

constraints. AMORD will also be useful in recognition. It provides methodsfor maintaining
beliefsand dependency~directedbacktracking,both of’ whlch areextremely important in the

matchingprocessrequiredfor recognition.
The study of plars as applied to the programmingdoria n a a longer history

[Goldstein 74) [Suasman73]. Recently,far moresophisticatedand pre is ides of plans have
beendevelopedin the programmingdomain [Waters76] [Rich & Si 13]. Many of these

notionscan also be applied to circuits oncetwo differencesIn thesedomans I ave beenunderstood.

First, valuespassediri variablesin programsaredifferent than signals bra is rutted through wires

in circuits. Second,programsexecutein a strict time order, while circui s p ia e continuouslyand
simultaneously. The seconddifferenceIs perhapsthe morecrucial since I rc u res a fundamental

rethinking of the notions of input and output. It also explains v l~ythe ~essoningmechanism

appropriate for circuits Is propagationof constraints; while for progra is ~ymbolicevaluation.
It is important to distinguish the current work on plans fror ~~rtificialIntelligence

research on planning [Hewitt 71] [Sacerdotl 75] [Rulifson 72] [Fikes, Hart & Nilsson 72]. Effecting
changeson the environmentis expensiveand often undoable, and therefoe a possiblepath to the
goal should be found beforeattempting any actions. Usually, this path I describedto a limited

level of detail. The processof finding sucha path is called planning Plannirg is concernedwith
chronologyand the iritera~tionsbetweenan environment and actions upon it. he current research
focusseson describing the devicewhich is producedas the result of a ctesigr process,and is not

particularily interestedin the processby which that design was ar ved at. Consider the
construction of a house. “i he blueprints of that house are a part of a pian for that house (the
complete plan woud me,,t~or,for e~ample,whj the bathroomwas ~ I,~builder must do

some planning to detern-inethat the foundationshould be laid before ott on the roof. The
result of this planning is not a blueprint for the house, but a courseof action which will plausibly

lead him to successfullyconstructthehouse.

MODULES~,PLAN~AND PLAN FRAGMENTS
A SimpleTheoryof Modulesand Plans

The simplicity of a descriptioncomesfrom two sources’ fi a description hasa
particularpoint of view which excludesdetails Irrelevant to that point of view; second,the

description refers to intermediateobjects. The level of detail of a particular description can be

expandedby examiningthe descriptionsof the Intermediateobjects it refers to A device can be

described at many different levels. We can describethe radio in termsof stagesand the transistor
In termsof the Ebers~MoI model. We can describethe physical layout t omponentson he

pc~boardand the color bandson the resistor. At any level of descrlpuoi w speak in term of

objectswhich may not haveany direct physicalreferentin the device. For e anpie, the dependent
sourcesoF the ~b~rs~Mohmoac’ have no physicalreality. Similarly, t ‘~‘ er ts of a receiver
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stagemay be f’ound physically close togethec,but tI i~’eis no distinguished physical characteristic
which identifies members of the stage. The most important observation about any description,

however, is that it ignores many irrelevant details. To get more detail a lower-level description
must beused. For example,the description of a radio will not mention resistors, but the description
of the AVC for that radio will. Every description has a particular point of view which excludes
many details as irrelevant. A radio, from the point of view rif a receiver, Is described In terms of
stages. A radio, as a pieceof art, is described by the styling of its cabinet. The sameradio canalso
be describedas a weight, scaffold, weapon,heirloom, etc.

A rather simple-mInded theory of’ descrIptIon can be constructed from these
observations. It requires somemodifications, but contains the basic ideas. The idea of a module,
taken from programming and electronics, crystalizes the notion of Intermediate object. A module
has well-defined boundaries, inputs, and outputs. Beyond these inputs and outputs the module is

treated as a black-box. The description,or plan, of a module has three main parts: a
decomposition,a behavioral descriptionand a functioral description The decomposition describes
how the module is hierarchicaly decomposedinto submodules. The behavioral description
describes he input-outputbehaviorof the module without going into the details of its Internal

behavior. The functional description Indicates how the submodulescooperatively function to
achievethebehavioral description of the module. Since the purposes of’ any module are described
by the functional description of’ Its parent, the functional descriptions provide a teleological
description of the entire device. A complete plan for a devicedetermines a particular point of
view; this plan is construrtedby us ng the point of view to establish a top-level module and then
including all its descendantsubmodules. Thesesubmodulesrefer to features of the physical device,
and thus explaIn the device in terms of thesephysical features and from the particular point of

view.
The existenceof an Intermediate structure betweenthe primitive level and the

compositedevicemakesit much easier to understand thedevice sincethe purposesof the primitives
needonly be relatedto theirmost im~iediateparent module,ratherthan requiring the consideration
of aroitrary interactions. Behavioral descriptionsallow the designerto use black-boxes in his
design without having to understandthe device inside the black-box. Similarly, the behavioral

description aids the troubleshootersince he needonly look Inside the modules which violate their
behavioraldcscript’ons.

SomeInadequaciesof tl~eSimpleTheory
Although thesimple theorypresentedin theprevioussectionis a largestep towards our

goal of a theoryof plans, it is inadequate. The strict module-submodule hierarchy doesnot admit
sharedsubmodulesand primitives, and does not allow a module to be related to anything but Its

most immediateparentsarid submodules.The th ory also lacks a notion of similarity. For

example,the similair ‘~ieart~’o~iftere~t e iu~-copled pairscannotbe expressed.
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iri the strictly hierarchical theory the purposes of a module can only be related to its
most immediate parent. However,brother-brother relations are also important. For example, the

desiredgain of a two-stageamplifier doesnot necessarilyconstrain thegain of eachstage,but only

imposesa compositecdnstrainton the product of the two gains. Theonly purposeexpressiblein
the hierarchicaltheory is that eachstagemust be an amplifier. Another exa..pie is a power supply,

wherewe havethe choiceof Including a more robusttransformeror building a more sophisticated

regulatorsection.

Another problem with the simple theory Is illustrated by one power supply which is

shared among many modules. Another example is that a single stageamplifier may have a

decouplingcapacitoron its input and output,but in a two-stageamplifier the outputcapacitorof
the first stagecan be combinedwith the input capacitor of the second. In a direct-coupled

amplifier the DC-componentof the previous stage can be usedto provide the bias for the next

stage. Theseexamplesdemonstratethat submoduiescanbe shared,which necessitatesa revision of

the simple plan theory In which a module can have only one parent. This problem also raises
difficulties with recognition,since any component already included in one module must still be

availablefor inclusion in othermodules.

Our plan theory doesnot haveany mechanism to expressthe similarity between
circuits. For example,an emitter-coupled pair can be constructed in many different ways: the
emitters can be tied directly to ground, they can be tied to ground through resistors,they can be
tied to a current source,etc.

(b)
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This requires a different plan be specified for every new emitter-coupled pair. Diagrammatically,
the distinguishing feature of an emitter-coupled pair is that its transistors are normally drawn
back~to’-back. Only after one has noticed this feature are the other componentsconnected to the
transistors examined, In short, recognition demandsthat the the general type be Identlf led before

the specific instance,but the simple theory has no structures to accommodatethis.

Plans,Plan Fragmentsand Plan Fragment Schemata
The previous section motivates two modifications to the simple theory, the first of

which is that plans should be allowed to be non-hierarchIcal. Sincethe usual definition of module
implies a strict hierarchy, we Introduce the term plan fragment to refer to the generalized non-
hierarchical modules. The term module is still a useful onesince It refers to a plan fragment whose
immediatestructureis purely hierarchical.

Plan fragmentsare much like modulesin that they have a decomposition, behavioral
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descriptionand functIonal description. This decomposition is in terna ~ tl-~rplan fragments.
Their behavioraldescriptionsand functionaldescriptionsare much morecomplexdue to the

possibility of sharedsubfragments.However, the Introduction of plan fragment schematawill
alleviatemanyo~thea’ co’nplexities.

Therearea largenumberof possiblesuperheterodynerecelwrsw ich are all different.
On the other hand a1~’ thesereceiversareof thesuperheterodyrietyp’~’a “5 ‘ fact is critical In

designingand understandingall sich receivers, Understandinghow one up 1-eterodynereceiver
worksmakesit much easierto understandothersuperheterodynerec~ivers.Simi any, in he design

process,It is convenientto speakof a superheterodynereceiver without actu-ily having built one.

The abovetheoriesof plansand modulesdo not recognizethesimila it a betweentwo different

superheterodynereceivers.

However,to someextentthe plan fragmentcan be usedto ‘~e b~the similarities. For
example, a plan fragmentfor a superheterodynemight describe t has raving an rf-stage,

converter, i-f~stage,detectorand audio-stage.Two superheterodyner ceiser ich differ in i-f or

audio-stageoutput power may have identIcal plan fragments at Liii evel. However,a

superheterodynereceivercan havemoreor less rf-stages, It can havemultipie i-b-stagesand I-f’s.
For this reason we Introduce thesecondmodification of thesimp a theory, the notion of

a planfragment schema. rhesuperheterodyneplan fragment schemadescri~eti osecharacteristics
of a circuit essentialto it being asuperheterodynereceiver. Thereis only onesuperheterodyneplan
fragment schemaand the plan fragmentsof all superheterodyneplan frag~santaare Instantiations
of it. The schemafor a superheterodynerequiresthat there a soms. e a of circuitry that
functions asa converter producinga fixed intermediatefrequency.

As with olan fragments.schematahave decomoositions.heh vhral descriptionsand

functionaldescriptions Thereare, however somefundamentaldifferrs cc e decompositionof

a schemais into plan fragmentpatternswhich describeother schemataby function rather than by

name. The behavioraldescriptiondescribeshow instantiatedplan fragr ant of the schema
behave. Notice ~.hat.us is an intrinsic description, while the plan fragrner p tternsof a schema

areextrinsic descriptions.The functional descrIptIonof any plan fragmeit fers primarily to the

functionaldescriptior of it. schema. In short, the threemain partsof a p - gmentarederived

from instantiating ic corresppndingpartsof its schema.

The entire network of plan fragmentsderived from starting v’ the top-level plan
and expandingall of its terminals until the componentsare reachedis calL I the plan for the

circuit. Thus a plan Fragmentcan be considereda node in the plan ~iot that plan fragment

refers to thedescriptionof a particularcircuit, while planfragmentschewer a ra to a descriptionof
a type of planfragment. Plan schemataarefound only in the library I a ad in designand

recognition,and plan fragmentsarepresentonly when a particularcircuit is eirig considered.

Theschematain the library contain information which descrisa i~a circuIt after It has

been parsedby that sd cmx, bet it is important to note that it can xl - I ached to it other
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kinds of information. In particular it can contain information about how to recognizethat schema
in a larger circuit and typical bugs the circuit can have, In general, the plan provides a very
convenientstructure for attaching annotation about the circuit.

In the design process, plan fragment schemata are selectedand partially instantiated.
As design progresses,the nature of the desired goals and the plan fragments available to fill the
terminals of the schemataadd constraints to causefurther instantiation. Finally, the plan

fragmentsarecompletely instantiated and the circuit design is complete.
Recognition involves reconstructing this design. Thus recognition can be executed

much the same as design, except that the schematic Is used to distinguish betweenpossible
instantiations. The idea of instantIating schemata in the recognition processoriginates from
Minsky’s frame theory [Minsky 74].

Plans for Emitter~CoupledPairs
To Illustrate theseconcepts someplans for the emitter-coupled circuits discussedearlier

will be presented. Note that theseare just tentative sketchesof what the plans could be like: the
plans are only partial, and not enough of them are included to handle all the examples.

The following is a schemafor an emitter-coupled pair:

Theobjects~nthis diagramrefer to the terminals of the schema,the lines indIcate the connectivity
between them. Whena componentis indicatedit mustbe Included in any instantiation. The boxes
are labeled by extrinsic descriptions of other schematathat must be Inserted there. For example,
the aboveschemarequires something that actsasa currentsourcebetweenthe emitters and ground.

A schemafor a particular current sourceis:
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Using the resistor as a load, and sharing the varIous power sources,these two schemata can be
instantiated on circuit Ic. Note that the load terminal of thecurrent sourcemust be Identif led with
almost the entire emitter-coupled pair.

co~.c~.S
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A resistoralsoservesasa simplecurrentsource,and a join can be accomplished by two
resistors: thus we havea planfor cIrcuit lb. A very poorcurrent source Is just a power source, and

a powersourcecan be a voltagesourcein serieswith a resistor: thus we have a plan for circuit Ia.
Since a load can be arbitrarily complicated, a partial emitter-coupled plan can be constructed for
circuit Id.

In the above discussion we often used knowledge about electronics to argue why some
fragment achieved someparticular function. Although the Introduction of more schematawould
havesufficed, it is unnecessaryto have a schemafor every small circuit fragment. Causal
reasoning relates the schematato the particular circuit, and can be employed to analyzesmall circuit
fragments without the use of’ schemata.

CAUSAL REASONING
Propagation of Constraints

Knowledge of electronics Is needed to relate a particular plan schemato a particular
circuit. Although the examplesof the previous section would be understandableto anyone familiar
with electronics, they were statedin terms of primitive elementswhich were not explained by the
plan theory. Another theory is neededto bridge the gap between the circuit and the primitives of
the plan theory. This bridge is provided by causal reasoning. Sinceschematararely mention other
schemataexplicitly, causal reasoning forms the glue which holds the fragments of the plan
together.

One role for causal reasoning Is to determine the behavior of the particular circuit
fragment. Another is to determine whether this behavior is consistentwith its desired function.
This involves, in large part, the accumulation of constraints on a particular circuit fragment and
deducing otherconstraints from these. Th ~aesalreasoningmust be able to record its deductIons
In preciseand well-defined ways, for both th purpose of’ explaining the ultimate deductions, and
for the necessityof understanding the exact relation between imposed and deduced constraints.
The technique of propagation of’ constraints is one way to Implement causal reasoning and meets
all thesecriteria. This technique has proven extremely useful for circuit analysIs in EL and
INTER. Neverthelessa far more sophisticatedpropagatorwill haveto be developed to deal with
the problemsc’ncounteredin recognition.

QualitativePrepagation

The original propagationof constraintsIdea In EL will have to be developed further
in flexibility and ability to deal with partial knowledge. Since the recognition process Involves a

constantswItching backand forth betweencausalreasoning and instantiating schemata,the causal
reasoningmustbe able to limit its attentionsto fragments of circuits and then change lbs analysis as

the instantiating processexaminesthe different possibilities. Much of this flexibility should be
providedby a new implementationof EL In AMORD. Dealingwith partial knowledge Is far more
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difficult arid -eqJlrasmuch more study. -

EL presumestnat everycircuit quantityhasan eventualprecise mericalvalue,and In

the courseof its deductionsit describesthis value either explic ily as a n mber or as a varIable
Variablesproiside o direct information,but when a sufficientnwnbe straintson a variable

are discoveredits value a determined.EL hasvery little ability to deal‘a I . ~ hal information: a

quantity is either known or unknown,and constraintsprovideno rica’ r forts- os abouta variable

until enoughareknown to determineit Thesecorstraintsdo not adn-i nequality relations.
INTER, on theothe hand,doesnot presurrethat it ever will know very r~.sltquantity precisely

and thus descritses ach circuit quantity by a numerical rangeand ales theseranges.

Unfortunately, this irtroduction of inequality relations makes the nt edt on of variables and

their requiredalgebraicsolution techniquesvery dlff cult to accommoda

The probles-s of partial knowledge in the ecognhtion p~s-a’s i far more difficult

than these. First, we havethe problem(recognizedIn INTER) thai Irc sit parametershave
inherenttolerancesassojatedw5 ii t’sem, for example,resistancescan be krow i only to within i0~
and measuredvalues to within measurementaccuracy. This is the at ~stkind of partial

knowledgeto dee’ with. Second,causalreasoningshould still be possi~’v nout knowing any of
the circuit parametersdirectly. For example, in engineering textbooks an’ arely finds precise
component parameterson schematics,yet the engIneer can usually recognizehow the circuit works.

Third, becausecausal reasoning Is Invoked within the recognition proct~ the topology of the
circuit fragment being analyzedmay not be precisely known.

The first problemis thesimplestto deal with, and INTER a g - sechanismfor this.
The third problem requiresthat changes in topology be dealt with a’ ~a I as changes in the
operating region of’ a transistor This can be accomplishedvia tIe .o, lies of AMORD.

Before discussingthe secondproblemIn more detail it should be noted t sat w are not discussing
propagatingonly at the componentlevel: the plan fragments may be sufficiently instantiatedthat
their behaviorcan be usedin causa easoning. Causalreasoning ai I ~a ittle from topology

alone. However,even if no circuit parametersaregiven, the expectar a I ie alreadypartially

instantiatedschematacan provide sufficient constraintsto allow causa ~. a ng to make useful

deductions.

Causalreason~ngis usedIn two different ways in the recog i i n process. The first is
to test whether a pa ticu - r circuit fragment can achievea desred f a The second is to

determinethe betsavcr of a. circuit fragmentto seewhe her Is bel- “I tchesany known

behavior. Even If the circuit fragmentcould be completelyanalyzedIi t a tL sense,this scond

use of’ causalreasoiingrequiresa description languagefor circuit a a I r The first use of

causalreasorslnf,suffer.~~‘ am so suchimpediments’nce thereth t. behaviorcan be

explicitly specified If t e ircut fragmert is not completelyanalyzablein EL sensea more

sophisticatedkind o~cau~~easonig Is r quired.

ka&l ala a rvru fragnelt can fail for two rca o a I rcu I quan ties
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imposed on the f’~gmentmay a ~ncwnor propagatioi of constraints may fail, as it is not
complete. Mor~often, the a~a~~iswill f’ail for the first reason. If further knowledge of’ the

fragment’sbehavioris desired,variouserternal inputs can b’ hypothesizedand fragment behavior
inferred from resulti’sg propagatior’s. Presentedwith an amp~ifier,this strategywould try various

inputs,and,noticing that every constrainton one terminal produces correspondingly larger valued

constraintson anotherterminal, It would Infer that the circuit amplifies. This somewhat
haphazard strategyis prone to problems, however. iri particular, it provides little information on
how thefragmer’t achieved Its behavior. For example,consider a simplified TTL NAND gate:

Knowing that the circuit was some kind of’ TTL gate, causal reasoning need only do four
propagations. The output values prove that this is a NAND gate, but this analysis does not show
that the first transistor actually computesthe NAND and that the secondtransistor only acts as an

amplifier. A more sophisticatedkind of propagatorwould attempt to force propagation from some
inputs and whenever an indeterminacy was reached, s1)it the propagation Into the different
possibilities, thus producing a description of output behavior for various regions of input. For
example, whenevera transistor’s state could not be determ’ned, all possibilities are assumed and a

separatepropagationcarried out for eachassumpti‘in,
We havebeen using inputs and outputsratherloosely In this discussion. However, a

few simple expectanciesabouta particula It sit can pr Ic a largeamountof’ in formation about
what are inputs and outputs. For example,knowing tha a circuit Is a TTL gate, Inputs and
outputs can be immediatelydetermined dueto thechara~cristicsof’ TI L.

BECO~NyT~iON
Theory

Recognition relates the particular object under examination to what is known about

suchobjectsira general. More specifically, recognitionrecapturesthe plan the designer originally
had in mind. Recognitionand design are both instantiation processes. Design Instantiates plan
schematain the library in an attempt to achievesomegoal,while recognition Instantiates the
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schemataand matchestheseto the circuit schematicin an attempt to

explains the cIrcuit. The result of the recognitionprocessis a fully
plan fragmentdescription-~ the plan of’ thecircuit.

This processis analogousto parsingEnglishsentences.I
complexstructure,thesentenceor circuit, in orderto betterunderstand
many differences betweenthese two processes. Linguistic parsing u

structure, while plan recognitionusesschemata.The words of a sentence

ordering, while it is ‘mpossibleto imposeany orderon the componen’ of

are two importantreasonswhy the parsingof’ circuit diagrams a r ur
sentences.The orderingof English is theonly relation betweenwords
the wires of a circuit diagramexplicitly denotewhich componentsrnte ~a
The techniqueof p opagaton of constraintsprovidesa nearlycompa

possibleparses; thereis no suchmodel for English.

schemawhich best

Instantiatedplan schemaor

a goal Is to analyzea

iting. Therearealso
a ‘ammars to encode

have an explicit linear

cu’t However,there
‘ii parsingEnglish

Is re atively weak, while

Ily with eachother.
a a test the validity of’

Before discussinga tentativestructurefor therecognizer,bhc a~.~ouskinds of’ evidence
available from a ~irc‘i~will be summarized.Theschematicdiagrarr threemain kinds of

evidence’, topological, functionalandgeometric.

Topological Evidence
The topology of’ the circuit consistsof the actual componertsof the circuit and their

Interconnections with no concernabout how thesecomponents are arrang~on the schematicor

how they behave.This topological evidenceis easilyrepresentedby a . ‘he recognizer could
have a graph matcher which tries to match the graph of a given circu’ a ‘ored plans and plan
fragments,but this “sould fail unlessthe circuits were identical. Further tn be~tmatch problem on
graphs is extremelydifficult. Thereforeif the recognizeremploysany os~ct atch at all, It should

be usedonly at the lowest level, recognizingonly simple common combinationsor phrases.

Although it would be hopelessto attempt to match thegrap a a. ew circuit to every
circuit that hasbeen seen before,the schemataarerelatively few In nut be ard canbe employed

for matching. A schemacontainsa descriptionof theessentialtopolof,icau caturesthat any of its

instantiation is- s~enr-‘ni. ski-au‘ii t t~.chetrs-ta.cannotdesc ~ at Italians di ectly,
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a greatmany possibilitiescan “e ruled out, ‘and ‘vpothesesgeneratedby simple matchingof the
schematawith thegtv ;a irc~’topology.

The most basic topeLcagical property is that of connectivity, and the terminals
(componentsand aubschemata)of a schemaarealwaysconnected. Most schematahavecomponents

and thus the componentsof a particular circuit provides an index into the library for possible
matches, These two rather elementary topological features already provide a tremendous reduction
in the size of the search space. Combined with geometric evidence,topological instantiation should
be a relatively efficient process.

Functional Evidence
Although topological evidencecan be used to determine possible schematafor the

circuit fragment, causal reasoning is needed to validate the tentative Instantlatlons. This process

Involves extracting functional evidenceabout the circuit. There are three different ways functional
evidencecan be used In the recognition process. Instantiating the topology of a schemaresults In
instantiatingits behavioral description; causalreasoning must be used to confirm that the behavior
of the fragment is consistent with this behavioral description. The topology of’ a schemaIs In
terms of’ other circuit fragments which must achieve some particular function; causal reasoning
checkscandidate subf’ragments. Sometimes topological evidencealone does not suggest any
schemata; then causal reasoning must be used to determine the fragment’s behavior and this
observedbehavior matched againstthe behavior of known schemata.

There is another use of functional evidence,which Is seen in people parsing circuits,
that this theory does not Immediately account for. Our theory uses causal reasoning to examine
behavior and then compares this behavior against other facts. However, causal reasoning can also
be usedto determinethe mechanismby which the circuit achievesthat behavior. This mechanism
providesan extremely powerful way of describing schemata. In fact, mechanism transcends the
distinctions betweendifferent domains. Consider, a mechanIcalengineer parsing a negative-
feedback amplifier. He hasneverseen a negative-feedbackcircuit before, so he causally reasons
aboutthecircuit and noticesoutputlinearity is maintainedby feedinga fraction of the output into
the input. He is familiar with this idea from mechanicalengrice Ing and Instantly realizes what

otherparts ‘~the circuit to look at and what the limitations of theamplifier are. Even remaining

within the cir~sitr o~at I rould be arguedthat mechanismis as importanta descriptionscheme
as behavior: is the eaaan~lastructureof a superheterodynethat it is an Instantiation of a particular
schema,or that it usesthe heterodyningprinciple. It is clear that a completethtory of recognition

should employ both behavioraland mechanismdescriptions.Unfortunately,it is unclear as to what
a mechanismdescription might look like. For this reason this research will refrain from

considerIngmechanismuntil ~heexact llmitathns of a recognizerbased only on behavior are
determined.
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GeometricEvidence

A circuit diagramprovidesmuch more than just topological evidenceabout the circuit.
For example, it Is well known how difficult ibis to analyze a scrambledcircuit diagram. The

engineer who drawsup a circuit diagramemploysmany generalconventionswhich makethe

schematiceasy to understand.Componentswhich are connectedtogetherare usually drawn close
together. Theengineertries to makethe topology as planaras possible. Signalstend to flow from

left to right in relatIvely horizontalfashion. Generalbussessuch asgroundand power-supply are

usuallydrawn as horizontal lines. The groundis usuallyat thebottom and powerat the top. Of
particular interest is the fact that schemataare usuallydrawn in similar ways. For example,the

emitter-coupled pair is almostalwaysdrawnastwo back-to-backtransistors; rarely Is it drawnas:

This evidenceis extremelyuseful to a circuit recognizer. In particular, the recognizer will try to

Incorporate knowledgeabout common waysto draw Instantiations of particularschemata.
Since cIrcuit schematic conventionsare so universal, geometric evidence is potentially

the strongest kind of’ evidencethe recognizer has available. Unfortunately, the extent to which

theseconvention~are followed dependson the skill of’ the designer, and,furthermore,not all of the
conventionsare necessarilysatisfiable in any particular circuit. Therefore,although geometric

evidenceshould be utilized to a greatextent In recognition,It can not be completely relied on, and
thus is only a good heuristic.

A plausible schemeis to usegeometricevidence to order schematasuggestedby
topological evidence. Consider the emitter-coupledpair. Rudimentarytopological evIdence

proposes a push-pull amplifier, a two-stageamplifier, a darlington pair, as well as an emitter-

coupled pair. If the schematicwas drawn in a haphazardway, eachof thesepossibilities would
have to be examinedin moredetail. However,if theschematicwasdrawn in theconventionalway,

geometric evidencewould suggestthat the emitter-coupledpair be tried first. In this scheme,well

drawn schematicsare recognizedquickly, while thosedrawn poorly takemuch longer, but arestill

eventuallyrecognized.
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TheStructureof theRecognizer
The flow of information within the recognizercan be summarized by a simple block

diagram:

The recognizer will use both top-down and bottom-up techniques. Top-down
techniques are more powerful, since parent structures Impose many restrictions on possible
subschemata. The recognizer will therefore be biased towards top-down techniques. The four
main top-down entry points of’ the recognizer are: parse circuit fragment x as schema y, parse
circuit fragment x as having function y, discover behavior of’ circuit fragment x, and discover
schemaof’ circuit fragment x. The latter two entry points are included for completenessand for the
limited casesin which the recognizer calls Itself’ recursively. We will not consider the very general
problemof recognizingthe plan for an arbitrary circuit.

Bottom-up techniquesinvolve discovering plan fragments before their parents have
been identIfied. This helps limit the possibilities for the parent schema. Sometimes top-down
techniques may fall completely and bottom-up techniquesmust be employed. More often the
recognizer will have to make an explicit choice of which technIques to employ. Bottom-up
techniquesarenecessarywhen attempting to recognizethe plan for a circuit without having been
given Its function. The bottom-up techniques are based on geometric evidenceand causal

reasoning.
Recognition uses causal reasoning to confirm Inseantlatlons are consistent with their

behavioraldescriptions,to confirm the desired behavior of’ circuit fragments for which no
schemataare known, and, in the casewhere no top-down information is given, to determine the
behavior of’ a circuit fragment in order to suggest which possibleschemata might match. In the
first useof causal reasoning the schematahave been completely Instantiated, and thus causal
reasoning is fairly Inexpensivesince it can work with the behavioral descriptions of the sub plan
fragmentsInstead of the ~Ircuitcomponents.However,in the secondtwo casesthe fragment under

considerationhasno schema,and causal reasoningcan becomevery expensive. In these cases,
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before applying causalreasoning,bottom-uptechniquesshould be employed to recognizeas many

sub fragmentsin that fragment. This givescausalreasoningthe simplestpossibletopologyto work

with.

Propagationof constraintshas particulardifficulties in dealingwere certain kinds of

schemata.For example,it cannotadequatelyanalyzeresistorsin series,voltage dividers,and
emitter-coupledpairs. The original EL programhad to be explicitly told where theseschemata

occurredin thecircuit if it was to successfullyanalyzethecircuit. Thereforethe recognizershould
alwaysattemptfind suchschematain thecircuit beforeattemptingany causalreasoning.

Having discussedthe techniquesthe recognizerhasavailableto it we can examinea
.possiblecontrol structure. Considerthe problemof parsing a particu.larcircuit fragment x

performingfunction y. First, theschemalibrary is examinedto find those schematawhich could
possibly achievethe desiredfunction. Then geometricand topological evidenceis used to prune

thesepossibilities,and suggestwhich schemataare most likely to match, The recognizerthen tries
to parse the circuit fragmentas eachof the possibleschemata. If’ the schemalibrary does not

contain any schematawhosebehaviormatchesthedesired function,bottom-up techniquescan be
usedto suggestpossibleschematathat may match. If no possibleschemataare discovered or every
schemasuggestedfails to match, causal reasoningmust be employed to see if’ the given circuit

fragment at least achievesfunction y. Since the circuit fragment hasno structureimposed on it, the
causal reasoning will be very difficult and thus should be left until as much aspossibleof the rest
of circuit is parsed. Then when causalreasoningis employed,particularattentionshould be paid
to thosecomponentswhich have not yet been assignedany purpose.

Po,rae.X, o..a ~ ‘~‘u’~tioya Y

wi~a.ç~y

Use ~eo~s~ Ic
Tho~t Q-v~c2
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This discussion demonstratesthat the recognizer need not have a schemafor every part
of the circuit. This Is important in accommodating unexpected features In circuits. Unfortunately,
employing causal reasoning without a schema can be very expensive. In particular, for causal
reasoning to succeedit should be given a simple topology, and that requires bottom-up recognition
within the circuit fragment to Identify compositebehavior of collectionsof components.

The recognition processis largely an instantiation process; that of trying to instantiate
schematawhich best match the given circuit. When the recognizer Is asked to recognize a circuit
fragment as a particular schema,it tries to identify an instantiation of’ that schemawith the circuit
fragment. To do this the topology of’ the schema Is matched against the circuit fragment. If this
match fails, it cannot be of the given schematype. Next the terminals of the schemaare expanded.
Each terminal is in terms of a desired function, and the recognizer invokes itself recursively to
attempt to find a schemain the circuit fragment which achieves the given function. After the
schemahasbeencompletely instantiated,causalreasoningchecksthat the circuit fragment referred
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to by the plan fragment actually behavesas described. This is necessarybecausethe very
generality of the schematalanguageadmits plan fragmentsthat may not achievetheir stated
behavior. For example, an extra wire shortingthe outputof an amplifier would probably not be

detecteduntil the final causalreasoningcheck.

~4o~c~ l”o~o~o~of

te’.-rn~v~

rn
Do c~vSo~re~son’i~
~ ‘*~

The previousdiscussionof the recognizerhas superficially discussedmany details
which will haveto be thoughtout much further. Onedetail which deservessomeattention here is
the choiceof circuit fragment on which to invoke the recognizer recursively. Specifying a circuit
fragment Is extremely difficult in general. Probably a large section of thecircuit would be passed

along with an annotationmentioningwhich fragmentsalready havebeen assignedpurposes and

thus most likely do not have a second purpose. When the recognizer calls itself recursively to
instantiate a particular schemain a circuit fragment, It need not exhaustall the componentsIn the

circuit fragment. Only If this were the top level question would that be necessary.However, that

topology of the schema that hasalready been identified with the circuit fragment provides
boundaryconditionson Ihe fragmentsthat match for a particular function. In the exampleof the

emitter-coupled pair, the collector circuit needs something that functions as a load between the

collector and the power source. This load can be found anywhere in the circuit fragment,but the
recognizerwill try to find the smallest possible fragment which matchesand connectsthe collector

and the powersource. Even thoughthe circuit fragmentwithin which the schemamust be found

is not clear, theseboundaryconditions Imposesufficient constraintsto effectively limit the search

space.
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EXPlANATION
Explanationin Ceneral

The result of the recognition process is a plan for the circuit which can be used In

troubleshootingand design. The use of’ plans for these two purposes has been investigated by
other researchers(Brown 76) (McDermott 761 Unfortunately, the use of plans in troubleshooting
hasnot yet beenimplemented. Therefore, the test of the recognizer is to what extent It can answer
questions about the circuit and explain its deductions. It is Important to dIstinguish between two
kinds of questions: those that ask about the actual circuit just recognized and those about the
recognition processitself. We propose to Investigate only the former,

Throughout this paper the choice of techniques has been governed by the necessity to
makeexplanations. Propagation of constraints has been shown to admit very detailed explanations.
Similarly, the plan expressescircuit teleology directly so that explanations can be easily generated

from it.
The proposedprogram Is far from being a general purpose circuit expert which can be

usedwith students.~For instance, it lacks many human engineering Interfaces. It can neither
understand or reply In English. Both of theseare major research topics In their own right. A
more serious limitation is that a tutor has to have a model of the student Indicating what the
student doesand doesnot know so that appropriate explanationscan be given. This Is also a topic
of current research (Goldstein 77]. In short, our recognizer will produce explanations which are
primarily oriented to peoplefamiliar with electronics or to other programs, such as tutors. It Is the
tutor’s responsibility to further interact with the expert to produce an explanation appropriate for
the student. In the proposed recognizer the explanation facility will be included, but It will

convei’se In a ratherad-hocfashion.

AnsweringQuestionsAbout a Circuit
This section describessomeof the different kinds of questions that can be answered

once the plan hasbeen discovered. For expository reasonsthe exampleswill be In English,
althoughthis researchdoesnot proposeto construct sucha well-engineeredhuman interface. After

the recognizerhas beenpresentedthe schematicand hasconstructedthe plan for the circuit, we are
In a position to ask questionsabout that plan.

We will discusssimple ~how~,~why~and ~what~questions. Consider a possible parse
for the simpleconstant-currentsource:
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The user can ask questions how the circuit achievesIts purpose. This can be answeredby refering
to the particular plan fragment.

How doesthe circuit provide a constantcurrent?
One possibleconstant-current source Is a constant-voltage source
connectedto a voltagecontrolledcurrent source. Ri and Z function as

a constant-voltagesource and Qand R2 function as a voltage

controlled current source,

Now the usercanstep downwards through the plan:

- How do RI and Z provide a constant voltage?

In general,the ~how~question requestsan explanationof how the internal behaviorachievesthe

desiredfunction. This Implies looking downwardin theplan structure.

Q
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Why is Ri and Z a constant-voltagesource?
To provide a constantvoltage to the constant-currentsourceschema

which also usesa voltage-controlledcurrentsource. Why Is Z in the

circuit? Assuminga sufficientamountof current is flowing throughZ
it hasa constantvoltage acrossit and thus with R it forms a constant-
voltagesource.

The ~why~questionasks for the purposeof a fragment and thus looks up the plan to see what
function it servesin parent schemata.

What are Qand R2?
A voltagecontrolled current source.

~What~questions are fairly straight-forward and can be answeredby looking at the approprIate

plan fragment node in the plan.
This discussion of question types is admittedly very superficial and ignores the deep

difficulties of understanding questions. It does,however, demonstrate some of the fundamental
ways In which a plan can be usedto answerquestions. There are two difficulties which are worth
further discussionhere. One Is that the recognizer may not necessarilyhave to have a schemafor
every fragment of the circuit. In thesecases,direct causal reasoning has to be used to construct the
plan, as seenIn the second ~why~question. The schematathemselvesencode a large amount of
compiled causal reasoning, and if’ the user doesnot know some particular schema he may prefer
thIs causal explanation instead. This may require extra causal reasoning on the circuit. The
seconddifficulty concerns how the user is to refer to particular fragments. All the examples
mentioned the fragment explicitly, but the fragment can often be referred to indirectly:

What is connected to the emitter of Q3
Why is there a constant voltageat the baseof Qj

Thesedifficulties, amongmany others,will haveto be resolved If the expert Is to be successfully
used In a tutoring environment.

~HE PEOPO~EDRESEARCH
Ultimate Coals

This researchhastwo main goals. Thefirst is to developa theory of plans which can
be usedfor explaining, troubleshootingand designingcircuits. The second is to construct a
recognizingsystemwhich can discovera plan of a circuit from its schematic. Onetest of whether

this recognitionis successfulwill be how well the program can answerquestions aboutthe circuit,
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This researchintendsto apply the Ideas to a wide rangeof DC circuits. In particular, the

recognizerwill be expectedto constructplansfor power-supplies,amplifiers,andTTL gates.

IntermediateMilestones
In this final sectionwe will presentsomeintermediatemilestoneswhich will haveto be

reachedIf the goalsof the researchare to be achieved. This research draws heavily on the work
of’ Brown, McDermott, Sussmanand Doyle. In particular it will rely directly on a new deduction

system(AMORD) currently being developedby Doyle. This systemis an outgrowthof’ someof the
ideasof EL and NASL and supportsmanytechniquesfor reasoningaboutelectronics,in particular

causalreasoning.With this asa startingpoint, we will work towardsto goal of a circuit recognizer.

Theoryof $chemaTopology

Although this paperhasoutlined manyof the featuresof plans, moreresearchIs

required. The plan theory will evolveas we try to useIt. We will first developa theory for
expressing just the topology of the schemata.
A SmallLibrary ofTopological Schemata

We will eventuallyconsider a large subsetof DC circuits. The theory of schema
topology will be tested on a simple classof circuits — voltageand currentsupplies. IncludedIn the

library will be the possible functions for each schemataso that causal reasoning will not be
requiredin the instantiationprocess.

A PureTop-DownTopological Instantlator
Using the schematain the library, a top-down parser will be constructed. Since the

function of’ the schematawill always be explicitly found in the library, causal reasoningis not

neededto producetentative parsings. The parsings will, however, only be tentative since causal

reasoningis neededto confirm them.
GeometricEvidence

For the simple subsetof circuits In the library, a theory of geometricInformatIon

evidencewill be developedand Includedto aid the top-downparser.
Bottom-UpTechniques

Bottom-up techniquesbasedon topological and geometricevidencewill be developed.

Limited bottom up parsingIs requiredfor propagationof constraints to succeed.

iP~ualltativePropagator
We will developa flexible qualitativepropagatorto performcausalreasoning.

Theoryof SchemaBehavior

To do causalreasoningaboutcircuit fragments, their behaviormust be describable. A

languagemust be developedfor this. Theinstantiationprocessinstantiates both the topologyand
the behaviorof’ a schema. With a theory of behavioraldescriptions,behavioralinstantiationcan

bedeveloped.
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HypothesisEvaluation
Once theexpectedbehaviors of fragments are describable, causal reasoning (qualitative

propagations) can be done to check hypothetical parsing based on topological and geometric
evidence.Causalreasoningcan alsousethebehaviorialdescriptions of subcircult fragments.
Extrinsic and Intrinsic Behavioral Descriptions

Schematadescribetheir terminalsby function, and the instantiation process has to find
other schematathat can fulfill thesefunctions. The schematerminaldescribesthe required

extrinsic behavior of’ the subschema,but the schematathemselvesare described intrinsically. The
instantIation process must match required extrinsic descriptions against Intrinsic descriptions. In
the beginning of this research, this problem wIll be finessedby storing appropriate extrinsic
descriptions in the library also. With a theory of behavioral description, the mechanismfor
matching extrinsic descrIptions against IntrinsIc descriptions canbe explored.
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